NHEJ enzymes LigD and Ku participate in stationary-phase mutagenesis in Pseudomonas putida.
Under growth-restricting conditions bacterial populations can rapidly evolve by a process known as stationary-phase mutagenesis. Bacterial nonhomologous end-joining (NHEJ) system which consists of the DNA-end-binding enzyme Ku and the multifunctional DNA ligase LigD has been shown to be important for survival of bacteria especially during quiescent states, such as late stationary-phase populations or sporulation. In this study we provide genetic evidence that NHEJ enzymes participate in stationary-phase mutagenesis in a population of carbon-starved Pseudomonas putida. Both the absence of LigD or Ku resulted in characteristic spectra of stationary-phase mutations that differed from each other and also from the wild-type spectrum. This indicates that LigD and Ku may participate also in mutagenic pathways that are independent from each other. Our results also imply that both phosphoesterase (PE) and polymerase (POL) domains of the LigD protein are involved in the occurrence of mutations in starving P. putida. The participation of both Ku and LigD in the occurrence of stationary-phase mutations was further supported by the results of the analysis of mutation spectra in stationary-phase sigma factor RpoS-minus background. The spectra of mutations identified in the RpoS-minus background were also distinct if LigD or Ku was absent. Interestingly, the effects of the presence of these enzymes on the frequency of occurrence of certain types of mutations were different or even opposite in the RpoS-proficient and deficient backgrounds. These results imply that RpoS affects performance of mutagenic pathways in starving P. putida that utilize LigD and/or Ku.